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Restoring Jali Lands at Wardell (NSW)

Wetland Restoration

Judas carp dob in fellow fish (NSW)

Carp, electronically tagged with radio transmitters, are helping in the
eradication of the pest species in Lake Cargelligo.

Read the full article 'Judas carp dob in fellow fish (NSW)'

Trundle (Central West) Lagoon Project (NSW)

Leone Knight
The Trundle Lagoon Project proposes to develop a wetland on the
edge of town, by relocation and removal of banks around a number
of dams currently used for a range of community purposes.

Read more about the'Trundle (Central West) Lagoon Project (NSW)'

Rare fish returns to SA river (SA)

Adam Hegarty
An endangered native fish is breeding near South Australia's lower
lakes for the first time in more than four years.

Read the full article 'Rare fish returns to SA river (SA)'

Wetland Management

New conservation plan launched to mark Pacific Year of the
Dugong (AUS)

A new pilot project using financial incentives to address direct
hunting and the accidental capture of dugongs by changing people's
practices and improving the livelihoods of local communities are
among the initiatives to be promoted under the Pacific Year of the
Dugong 2011.

Read the full article 'New conservation plan launched to mark Pacific
Year of the Dugong (AUS)'

Wetlands Under Threat

Additional fish kills confirmed along western coast (WA)

Western Australia’s extended spell of hot, still weather and warm
ocean temperatures is continuing to take a toll on fish stocks along
the mid west coast and out at the Abrolhos Islands.

Read the full article 'Additional fish kills confirmed along western
coast (WA)'
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Wetlands Around the World

Tiny fish spur widening worry (Japan)

J. OSAWA, Y. KOH and D. WAKABAYASHI
Japanese authorities have discovered for the first time fish swimming
off the country's Pacific coast carrying high levels of radioactive
materials. The finding, the latest blow from the nuclear crisis, is
stoking concerns about environmental damage to local marine life,
the safety of the nation's food supply, and the viability of Japan's
iconic seafood industry, which was already struggling following the
tsunami.

Read the full article 'Tiny fish spur widening worry (Japan)'

Wetland Education and Resources

What Makes a Good Farm for Wildlife? - Book review

'What Makes a Good Farm for Wildlife?' is a great book that clearly
explains the ‘how and why’ of conserving Australia's unique
biodiversity. The book looks at the factors affecting biodiversity on
farms with a particular focus on temperate woodlands.

For further information visit WetlandCare Australia

Wetland Research

Living fossil found in Grampians National Park (VIC)

The discovery of a tiny damselfly - which is the only living example of
a prehistoric group of species - in two new Victorian locations, has
lifted hopes that the insect is moving away from the brink of
extinction.

Read the full article 'Living fossil found in Grampians National Park
(VIC)'

Crocs and barra on move in Top End’s big wet (NT)

The unrelenting rainfall engulfing the Top End in the current wet
season will mean that crocodiles and barramundi will be inhabiting
areas outside their norm, according to a recent study.

Read the full article 'Crocs and barra on move in Top End’s big wet
(NT)'

Wetland Events

Earth Hour success shows world ready to go beyond the
hour (Global)

As the lights come back on in the Cook Islands, the 134th country to



celebrate Earth Hour 2011 – a record breaking year for the annual
lights-out event – the global community has shown it is united in
commitment to a sustainable future.

To read more about 'Earth Hour' follow the link

WetlandCare Australia News

Restoring Jali Lands at Wardell (NSW)

The management of the ecological and biodiversity values of over
30 hectares of bush land approximately 15km south west of Ballina,
located in Bundjalung Country near Wardell is continuing. The land
is owned by the Jali Local Aboriginal Land Council (LALC) and is
representative of some of the most pristine and biodiverse
ecosystems of the entire New South Wales coast.

Read the full article 'Restoring Jali Lands at Wardell (NSW)'
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